
Katrina and her friends ordered for 4 pizzas at a local bistro. What is the cost 

of one pizza, if they were charged $48?

Lucy, a caricaturist drew 28 sketches of kids at a birthday event in a total of

224 minutes. Find the time spent to sketch one caricature.

Elizabeth took up an online typing test. She managed to type in 585 words in

9 minutes. How many words did she type per minute?

Helen clocked in 150 hours of work over a period of 25 days in November. How 

many hours of work did she put in per day?
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Dennis bought 24 tennis balls packed equally in 8 sets. How many tennis balls 

does each set contain?

Emma poured 40 !.oz of grape juice equally into 5 cups. How much grape 

juice does each cup contain?
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Katrina and her friends ordered for 4 pizzas at a local bistro. What is the cost 

of one pizza, if they were charged $48?

Lucy, a caricaturist drew 28 sketches of kids at a birthday event in a total of

224 minutes. Find the time spent to sketch one caricature.

Elizabeth took up an online typing test. She managed to type in 585 words in

9 minutes. How many words did she type per minute?

Helen clocked in 150 hours of work over a period of 25 days in November. How 

many hours of work did she put in per day?

Answer key
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Dennis bought 24 tennis balls packed equally in 8 sets. How many tennis balls 

does each set contain?

Emma poured 40 !.oz of grape juice equally into 5 cups. How much grape 

juice does each cup contain?

$12/pizza

8 minutes/caricature

65 words/minute

6 hours/day

3 tennis balls/set

8 !.oz of grape juice/cup
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